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Crash Analysis with the Crash Assistant

TEST DATA
WITHOUT LIMITS

A special component for numerical crash analysis in jBEAM provides the engineer 
with a full service of data analysis, test configuration & reporting. 

Vehicle safety testing is an important element of the vehicle development process. The AMS' analysis & 

visualization tool jBEAM provides components to calculate important crash criteria like head injury criterion or 

head restraint contact time. Besides the synchronous evaluation of test video and measurement data, jBEAM 

offers numerical crash analysis with its crash component – the Crash Assistant.

The Crash Assistant is an evaluation tool for various test cases. Import data, run analyses and generate reports 

is easy as 1-2-3. If sufficient test information is available, a simple drag & drop of the test file into the Crash 

Assistant dialog fulfills the initialization of a fully configured test. The Crash Assistant is developed with the focus 

on a user-friendly interface to avoid overly extensive initial training efforts. If the crash data contains all 

information about the test type and the regulation, a full assessment can automatically be initialized by using 

the channel codes and header information. If some channel codes are incorrect, it is easy to map it to the inputs 

for the component.

For a more advanced user it is possible to make more detailed configurations. The post processing allows to 

invert channels, use CFC filter or change the unit amongst other things. Especially important is the fact that 

jBEAM calculations always use quantities instead of plain numbers. This way, it is possible to perform calculations 

with different but compatible units like “g” and “m/s²”. 

The user-friendly interface provides information to avoid potential errors. A list highlights several problems,

for instance unexpected channel codes or wrong units. The Crash Assistant also uses a tree structure for sub 

assessments and calculations to visualize the coherences. For example, the loading case Euro NCAP Frontal 

ODB 40% has the node head which in turn has the node HIC (head injury criterion).
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Another important feature is the possibility to make an assessment with multiple tests. The user can import 

several test files and compare the calculation results. For instance, the user can import multiple Whiplash tests

 and compare the total score as well as the measurement channels of the head acceleration. Multiple videos 

can be controlled with a single time controller and synchronized with channels. It is also possible to extract 

pictures from videos and overlay two clips with transparency for better comparison. 

Additionally, the system provides high flexibility and adaptability by allowing the engineer to use all features of 

jBEAM. The test engineer can perform advanced calculations beside the basics required by the regulations.

Knowing that the test engineers still have a complex environment, the data processing should be as easy and 

intuitive as possible to support the work rather than being a part of it. A system in this area also has to deal 

with large data volumes, different data types, special demands on meta data and access from different user 

groups. For the optimal workflow of crash data handling, the AMS developed a complete toolchain, including 

MaDaM – for crash data storage & retrieval, jBEAM-Cluster for engineering statistics & parallel analysis, and 

jBEAM with the Crash Assistant for interactive crash evaluation & reporting.

                                                                                 

A colossal amount of heterogeneous data generated 

during crash testing must be processed into reports 

for various standards and regulations 


